In a recent paper of R. Holmes and J. Lambert a geometrical approach was taken to the property of simultaneous approximation and interpolation which is norm preserving (SAIN), first introduced by F. Deutsch and P.
0. Introduction. In [1] the concept of simultaneous approximation and interpolation which is norm preserving (SAIN) was introduced.
Definition 0.1. Let X be a normed linear space, M a dense subset of X, L a finite dimensional subspace of X*. The triple (X, M, L) has property SAIN if for every xeX and e>0 there exists yeM such that ||x-y||<e, ||jc|| = ||j|| and X(x)=X(y) for all XeL. It was conjectured that if L is any finite dimensional subspace of lx then (/l5 M, L) is SAIN. In this paper that conjecture is verified.
In this paper the following notation and terminology is used. X denotes a real normed linear space; X* the continuous dual of X, and U(X) and S(X) the closed unit ball and its boundary in X. A set E^F is Fextremal, if whenever tx+(l-t)yeE, 0<r<l, and x,yeF then x,yeE.
An extremal subset consisting of a single point is called an extreme point. The extreme points of a set F will be denoted ext(F). The convex hull of a set Fis the intersection of all convex sets containing Fand will be denoted co(F). The closure of a set F will be denoted F or cl(F). The real valued function sgn(-): Reals->{-l, 0, 1} is defined via sgn(x)=x/|x|, x^O and sgn(0)=0.
1. M-core. Definition 1.1. Let F be a set in X, M a subset of F, then F is said to have M-core at/in F, if given m in M there exists o(m,f)>0 such that (\+ô)f-ôm is in F, for 0^ô^ô(m,f).
Let £¿={0,,} denote the usual set of basis vectors in lv Proposition 1.1. Let xsSfa), x=2¿s^ x¿e¿; x{?¿0, íeA, A countable. Let F be minimal closed Ufa) extremal subset containing x. Let M= co(sgn(x¿)e¿:/e^). Then F has M-core at x.
Proof.
By [4, Theorem 1 ] every closed bounded convex subset of /x is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. Since the extreme points of Ufa) are the usual basis vectors of norm one and F is Ufa) extremal it is easy to see that F=cl(co(sgn(x,)ei:/e^)).
Assume m in M is given. It remains to find ô(x, m)>0 such that z=(l+ô)x-dm is in F. Since m is in M, w=2ieB wl«sgnC*¿)e¿> B a finite set. It suffices to find ô such that This would conclude the proof. To insure sgn((l+<5)x¿-ômi)=sgn(xi) for all íeB, let e;>0 be chosen such that |x¿|>£¿|m¿|. Let ó=mini6B{£j.
Q.E.D.
2. Yamabe's theorem. The following proposition is a version of Yamabe's theorem [1] , [4] for convex sets.
